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Abstract
The latest years of Otoman State, namely Second Constitutional Era is a period which was various innovations were realized. 
Especially, important progression and change were performed education domain. Serious progressions were realized with related 
to teacher training and teaching techniTues. Teaching Reviw (Tedrisat 0ecmuasÕ) which had been published by teachers¶ high 
school (Darül Muallimin Mektebi) was contributed to teacher training and teaching techniques. There were various articles about 
teaching techniques and sample lesson plans for various disciplines with related to teaching secondary school courses. Moreover, 
we seems important in terms of history of education about teacher training articles were published in this journal. In this point of 
view, it would be expected that, the values and content of teaching review will be significant for educators.
© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. 
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1.Instruction
The developments which occurred at the latest years of Otoman Empire caused announcement of the 
Constitutional Era for the second time. The announcement of the Constitutional Era was perceived as the 
announcement of freedom. In this regard, the Second Constitutional Era became a period when  many changes in a 
variety of areas were occurred.
The innovations at the system of training teachers are the most significant ones. These innovations began 
especially when SatÕ %eg became the head of the teacher training school (Darül muallimin) between 909-1912. By 
courtesy of SatÕ Beg¶s works and innovations caused developments at teacher training system and primary education 
system which can be considered significant and well-qualified in even our time. The foundation of  Practice School 
for the new teacher candidates who are trained at teacher training school is a very crucial reform. Because, Practice 
School provided an advantageous experience for the teacher candidates.
The teachers of the teacher training schools gave sample lessons in the Practice Schools to the primary education 
students for the new teacher candidates. In this way the primary education students did not have any difficulties with 
their own education program when the new teacher candidates experienced a real class atmosphere. This education 
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activity may be consistent with the School Experience studies which the last year students of Education faculties 
have by attending classes at primary schools. But these School Experience studies cannot be the same with the real 
class samples which were applied at Practice Schools.
After the sample lessons which were done at the Practice Schools, the new teacher candidates and the teachers of 
the teacher training schools made discussions about the lessons. In these discussions, the participants gave opinions 
about the teaching methods, the quality of the questions at the lesson, class management, the teaching strategies and 
etc. Also, some of the sample lessons and some of the discussions were published at Teaching Mag.
The Teaching Mag series were first published by SatÕ Beg and went on by the directors of the teacher training 
school. They are 69 at total.
2.Method
In this study, document analysis method, which is one of the qualitative research methods, is used. The document 
analysis method, which is a data collection method itself, includes analysis of the written materials about he facts 
which are planned to be researched. (<ÕldÕrÕm and Simsek, 2006) This method facilitates to reach the appropriate 
research sources, to make the necessary analysis and to specify the exact information.
It is related to the research problem to specify which documents are necessary and can be used as a research 
resource. At a research related to education; course books, program guidelines, exchanges of letters, records, various 
documents related to education, lesson and unit plans, newspapers and magazines can be used as data sources. 
(Bogdan and Biklen, 1998; transferrer: <ÕldÕrÕm and Simsek, 2006)
Document Analysis is a method that is used especially at historical and qualitative researches. Thus, at this study, 
the documents which were published by Arabic letters in Ottoman Turkish were read first. In accordance with the 
aim of the research, the necessary documents were determined and the information from those resources garnered 
together. Later, these information are interpreted in accordance with the content of the study and the results were 
minted.
3. Findings and Comment
The Teaching Magazine has a very significant place in terms of reflecting an intense period at Turkish education 
history and giving clues about basic opinions about the lessons which are given in our days.
The post of the editorial writer of the Teaching Magazine was fulfilled by the directors of the teacher training 
schools. These are SatÕ Beg, Ali Reúat, Ebu¶l Muhsin .emal, Selim SÕrrÕ (Tarcan), øhsan (Sungu), øbrahim Alaeddin 
(Gövsa).
In the Teaching Magazine, there are a lot of articles about teaching of knowledge of the life, social studies, 
Turkish, Science, Mathematics, Music, Art and etc. Also, there are other articles related to nearly every area of 
education. These articles reflected the understanding of education of the Era and also were a good source for the 
teachers and teacher candidates. The magazines, also profitable in our day, were delivered to the teachers who were 
on mission at the Ottoman State. 
Except the articles about the education, the reports of the Practice Schools were also published at the magazines 
in order to deliver to the teachers of the period.
Almost all of the sample lessons which were done at the Practice Schools were applied according to the 
discovery learning method. When we analyze the articles and sample lessons included at the Teaching Magazine, we 
realize that the Constructivist Approach, which is used today at our schools, was begun to be applied at those times. 
Thus, the articles and sample lessons show that at the latest times of the Ottoman Empire, the classical education 
and instruction methods were left and the new Constructivist approach was used. 
The whole articles at the magazines reflect the understanding of the education and instruction of the Era and also 
can light the way for today’s teachers. Sample lessons are very profitable for the teachers and teacher candidates. 
Because the teacher candidates learn every subject theoretically therefore they are able to experience a practical, 
effective lesson according to the discovery learning method.
At the Social Studies lesson Program which is constructed according to the discovery learning method, there are 
the acquirements concerning to the program units, the values and skills which are aimed to be given in every unit. 
The new social studies program is very consistent with the sample lessons which were done at the latest times of the 
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Ottoman Empire with its various activities such as associating in the lesson, associating between disciplines and 
mid-disciplines. Every discipline has many disciplines in itself and there are associating between those disciplines. 
In every lesson, it is gained to transfer values and also there included lesson activities in order to make the students 
have mental skills.
In the discovery learning based lessons it is provided to give an effective course with the help of stories, poems, 
songs and pictures. Such a lesson which is very similar to today’s modern methods is very important also because of 
the lack of any other samples. 
Teaching Magazine is generally divided into three parts. These are:
“General Information and Education”:  In this first part, there are articles related to the new teaching methods, the 
aims of the lessons and ways to reach these aims.
“Lesson Samples”: There are included sample lessons which are designed according to Constructivist method in 
accordance with today’s discovery learning method. 
“Other parts”: There are included stories, poems and pictures for the teachers. Also, there are reports of the 
sample lessons and official documents related to teaching job.
We hereby give some article titles in list. If it is looked over, it will be understood the value of the articles and 
can be light for today.
Some titles selected from the Teaching Magazine:
(The writers of the articles and the number of the magazine is given in parenthesis)
The importance of poem and song at education (SatÕ Beg, no.1)
+ow to teach alphabet" (SatÕ beg, no.1)
Why are we back" (SatÕ Beg, no:1)
The basin of teaching methods (SatÕ Beg, no.1)
For the teaching method of ortography rules (Ali Nusret, no.3)
+ope and Determinism (SatÕ Beg, no.4)
The passion of job and self-sacrifice (SatÕ Beg, no.)
Teaching Job (SatÕ Beg, no.6)
A lesson in Switzerland (SatÕ Beg, no.)
Line lessons (øsmail +akkÕ, no. )
Lecture Method and Discovery Learning method (SatÕ Beg, no. 8)
The principles of history teaching method (SatÕ Beg, no. 8)
Beginning a lesson (Ali Nusret, no. 9)
Ortography Teaching in Germany (Ali Nusret, no.9)
Opinions and sayings about education (Cevat, no.10)
Rote-learning (SatÕ Beg, no12)
+ow to teach geography (SatÕ Beg, no.12)
Physical education lessons (feridun, no.15)
To be a teacher and politics (SatÕ Beg, no.16)
Race and education (SatÕ Beg, no.1)
+istory lessons at schools (Ali Reúat Beg,no.20)
Teaching method: how to teach geometry ( øsmail +akkÕ, no.22)
Teaching geography (Faik Sadri, no.22)
Teaching French (FazÕl Ahmet, no.23)
Teaching concepts (Ali Ulvi, no.23)
School trips (+arun Reúit, no. 23)
Pre-school (Ebu’l Muhsin Kemal, no.24)
A lesson at museum (ihsan ùerif, no.24)
Teachers and world war I (+üseyin RagÕp, no. 28)
Education history (Necmettin SadÕk, no.34)
The need of picture and its importance (Sevket, no.36)
Discipline at schools (Selim sÕrrÕ, no.44)
Education and instruction in the USA (Selim SÕrrÕ, no.49)
How should we educate Turkish children? (Ali Cenap, no.51)
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Bucharest school of teacher (Selim SÕrrÕ, no.5)
School and social development (Dewey-øhsan, no.56)
The new programs of French teacher schools (øhsan,no.59)
The social aspects of lessons (øhsan,no.62)
How to specify students’ skills? (øbrahim Alaeddin, no.64)
History education at primary education (Ali Fahri, no. 67)
Art education at primary education (Ressam ùevket, no.69)
4. Results and Suggestions
Teaching Magazines are so rich in terms of content and enlightening. It is clearly understood from the latest 
studies that the articles and sample lessons published at these magazines are very good examples of today’s 
extensively used Constructivist Approach and discovery learning methods which are among student centered 
curriculum. (Oruc Tokcan and Demirkaya 2006, KÕrpÕk and Oruc 2006) Teaching Magazines are one of the basic 
resources from the latest times of Ottoman till our day. Therefore, translation of the magazines by an official board 
into today’s Turkish and other languages will make a considerable contribution to the science world.
Some articles and sample lessons from the magazines may be compared with today’s studies. By taking Practice 
schools into consideration, similar practice schools may be constructed at education faculties. As in the teaching 
magazines, some for teachers and teacher candidates lesson samples may be published by an education based 
publishing house.
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